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CHAPTER ONE

Introduction

THE FUEL-SAVING IMPERATIVE

Over the last decade, sharp increases in bunker fuel prices coupled with low freight rates and continued charter scrutiny have certainly catalysed the shipping community to monitor their operating expenditure and act on monitoring and reducing their fuel bills. You only have to look at the array of fuel price figures over the last few years to see the increasing pressures that ship owners/operators are facing. During 2012, fuel prices peaked and the Rotterdam 380 centistoke averaged US$639.6/tonne compared to an average of US$234/tonne back in 2005. At the time of writing (April 2014) the Rotterdam 380 centistoke was sitting at values above US$570/tonne.

These figures illustrate that the days of US$100/tonne bunker fuel will not be returning anytime soon.

Therefore, it is not surprising that the industry is constantly evolving from previous practices conducted under a state of fuel gluttony to becoming an industry that is trying to monitor and reduce every drop of fuel consumed.

1.1 WHAT DRIVES SHIP PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT?

The commercial pressure to evaluate and act upon ship performance management (SPM) hardly needs underlining. The shipping industry business landscape has fluctuated immensely over the past decade at the hands of the global economy, regulatory pressures and heightening bunker fuel costs. The drive for SPM and the streamlining of operations is stronger than ever.

1.1.1 THE FUEL-SAVING IMPERATIVE

Over the last decade, sharp increases in bunker fuel prices coupled with low freight rates and continued charter scrutiny have certainly catalysed the shipping community to monitor their operating expenditure and act on monitoring and reducing their fuel bills. You only have to look at the array of fuel price figures over the last few years to see the increasing pressures that ship owners/operators are facing. During 2012, fuel prices peaked and the Rotterdam 380 centistoke averaged US$639.6/tonne compared to an average of US$234/tonne back in 2005. At the time of writing (April 2014) the Rotterdam 380 centistoke was sitting at values above US$570/tonne.

These figures illustrate that the days of US$100/tonne bunker fuel will not be returning anytime soon.

Therefore, it is not surprising that the industry is constantly evolving from previous practices conducted under a state of fuel gluttony to becoming an industry that is trying to monitor and reduce every drop of fuel consumed.

1.1.2 REGULATION

The commercial driver for greater fuel efficiency runs parallel with the influx of stringent regulations concerning the environmental impact of the global shipping industry.

In July 2011, the International Maritime Organization (IMO) passed a package of regulations that enforce greater actions around ship efficiency and the reduction of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from ships.

The Energy Efficiency Design Index (EEDI) is a design-based index that quantifies the amount of carbon dioxide (CO₂) that a ship emits as a function of a ship’s transport work performed. This equates to grams of CO₂ per tonne nautical mile. The index currently applies to newbuild ships only.

Many of the ships sailing today were in fact designed and built when bunker fuel prices were closer to US$100/tonne, or even less.
The Ship Energy Efficiency Management Plan (SEEMP) is an operational measure that applies to all ships. The aim of the SEEMP is to establish a mechanism to improve the energy efficiency of a ship in a cost-effective manner. The SEEMP also provides an approach for shipping companies to manage ship and fleet efficiency performance over time through a four stage approach: planning, implementation, monitoring and self-evaluation and improvement.

Both of these regulatory instruments came into force in January 2013.

However, many agree that EEDI and SEEMP alone are not sufficient to curb the growth of GHG emissions from the industry. Therefore, further policy tools are in development. These regulations, if passed, would act as a driver for the increased monitoring and evaluation of ship efficiency, fuel use and emissions.

At the time of writing, the European Commission had proposed regulation on monitoring, reporting and verification (MRV) of CO\textsubscript{2} emissions beginning 1 January 2018. If approved, ship owners/operators will have to monitor and report the verified amount of CO\textsubscript{2} emitted by ships above 5,000 gross tonnage on voyages to, from and between EU ports.

France has already moved ahead in this field, in 2013 they introduced a CO\textsubscript{2} reporting regulation for ships departing from or travelling to a location in France.

Whilst such policies described above have the ultimate aim of reducing the environmental impact of shipping, the necessity to collect data from shipping operations will undoubtedly feature more frequently across regulation, and not solely environment-centric regulation.

1.1.3 TRANSPARENCY

The shipping industry is not immune to the growing societal demand to account for the ‘impact’ of business and trade on society and the environment. As the environmental consciousness of end customers increases, the importance of improving the transparency of operations and supply chains is something that the shipping industry is not immune to.

The drive for transparency around the environmental impact of freight movement and logistics across the shipping industry is increasing and demands for improvements are thus pushed onto suppliers and transport providers. Cargo owners, charter companies, banks, investors and insurance companies are increasingly demanding evidence of environmental and operational efficiency commitments when making contract decisions with operators. Additionally, a number of benchmarks and incentive schemes have been developed to rate the environmental performance, and/or efficiency of ships, in order to placate the demands of stakeholders.

These benchmarks and incentive schemes demand that ship owners/operators provide varying levels of information around their effluents, emissions and ship efficiency. In return, the more efficient, less polluting ships receive benefits and incentives.
WHAT IS SHIP PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT?

Many ship owners/operators have long had processes in place to measure and manage fuel consumption. Tank measurements and noon reporting have been, and still remain, common practice.

However, in order to assess ship performance and act on fuel use and efficiency, many other parameters besides fuel consumption must be monitored. This is the case because the fuel consumption of a ship is dependent on several factors including:

- External factors (e.g. weather and sea conditions).
- The technical efficiency of a ship.
- The state of maintenance of a ship (e.g. hull resistance due to algae fouling).
- The way the ship is operated (e.g. load and trim conditions).

Therefore, in order to act on SPM, the ship owner/operator must be able to accurately ascertain the ship’s fuel consumption and in addition to this, how each part of machinery, each piece of equipment and all parts of the ship affect the ship’s performance and correspondingly its fuel consumption.

Over the past decade, a variety of software products, packages and services have been developed and launched within the maritime market that can monitor, collect, analyse and optimise every aspect of a ship’s operation. Within this Guide we describe such systems and packages as ‘Ship Performance Management Systems.’

The utilisation of SPM systems can help ship owners/operators understand where each drop of ship fuel is consumed and whether it is used efficiently and optimally. Many of the systems and technologies can even be set up to transmit the collected data directly ashore via satellite communications, thus placing the ship manager in the driving seat of a ship from the comfort of shore-side offices.

In combination with increasingly accurate measuring instruments, SPM systems offer a step change in accuracy and flexibility compared to the older practices of tank measurement and noon reports.

This Guide provides the tools and information to navigate you through the monitoring and measuring equipment and technologies that have been developed for the maritime market. It also explains how to measure ship performance, what to consider when choosing and installing measurement devices and how to build up a bespoke system from measuring instruments and sensors to management systems.

Importantly, this Guide also provides an overview of the different suppliers of fuel flow and torque meters and also SPM systems.
MEASURING FUEL CONSUMPTION

Historically, the volume of fuel that a ship receives has been recorded through paper trails of Bunker Delivery Notes (BDNs) and in-tank fuel measurements.

Roughly accurate assumptions regarding the fuel consumed by a ship can be drawn from the practice of comparing BDNs as per voyage, from one bunker fuel delivery to the next versus the number of nautical miles sailed, or by simply looking at fuel tank levels from day-to-day or week-to-week.

However, these methods of fuel consumption calculation have many variable factors that could skew the accuracy of recordings. A principal factor that can vary highly is the impact of human error during fuel tank level measurements or even inaccurate recordings during the bunker delivery process.

In this section, we study the various methods of measuring fuel consumption and also the advent of technology solutions and instruments that autonomously record fuel consumption data via the monitoring of fuel flow.

Currently, the most common methods used to monitor fuel consumption are:

- **Total Amount Of Fuel Purchased:** This information is normally contained within the budgets, accounts and records kept by the ship operator. A key issue with this method is that the amount purchased within a certain time frame can differ from the amount of fuel used within that same time frame. This means that in addition, fuel tank levels have to be measured to establish a period inventory of fuel consumption.

- **Bunker Delivery Note:** The BDN not only states the total amount but also the type of fuel bunkered. These records need to be combined with periodic stocktakes of fuel tanks based on tank readings. The fuel at the beginning of the period, plus deliveries, minus fuel available at the end of the period, together constitute the fuel consumed over the period.

- **Measuring Fuel Tank Levels:** Fuel tank levels are commonly measured onboard ships. In modern ships, tank soundings are normally taken using built-in automatic systems (e.g. pitot tubes, radar tank level indication systems) which transmit readings to the engine control room. Additionally, tank soundings can be manually taken with a measuring tape and digital thermometer via sounding pipes.

- **Measuring Fuel Flow:** Net fuel flow to the engine can be measured directly using various types of fuel flow meters. Flow meters record the actual fuel used on any voyage. The installation of flow meters onboard ships is not routine practice, although some ship operators have experience of such systems and they are often included in modern fuel consumption monitoring systems. These systems incorporate electronic fuel flow meters and are the most accurate and reliable method of measuring fuel consumption in marine diesel engines.
CHAPTER FOUR

4 FUNCTIONS OF SHIP PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
INTRODUCTION

Over the past decade, an increasingly wide and sophisticated array of tools have become available to the maritime market for optimising the operational performance of ships. These ship performance management (SPM) systems differ widely in terms of their complexity and the functions that they cover.

In this chapter, we describe the range of functions and discuss what fuel savings they can offer.

The definition of fuel savings achieved through the application of technical and operational interventions is a contentious issue. This stems from the fact that they are often presented as generalised numbers rather than presented for specific ship types. However, it is the ship specifics such as froude number, hull form, machinery and propulsion type that are key parameters in determining the true magnitude of the fuel saving. Contention also stems from an absence of independent, high quality empirically validated information in the public domain.

In order to alleviate some of the contention, we present fuel saving figures for the principal functions of SPM systems drawn from three different sources.

The first listed are taken from IMarEST (2011), these figures may give an indication of the potential saving for an individual operator who is either implementing a measure for the first time or radically upgrading an existing measure.

The second listed are from OCIMF (2011), which report numbers for the overall savings potential for the tanker fleet, assessed as additional to typical current practice.

The third listed are taken from ABS (2013), which is an advisory on ship energy efficiency measures. This is intended to give an indication of the range that may be achieved either because of the specifics of a given ship type or because of variation of opinion on the realistic saving potential.

Note: No percentage figure is given for fleet management, as this is a widely-varying category that may contain a number of the other individual elements.

The savings resulting from the different functions are not necessarily additive, and they always depend heavily on the efficiency of the ship’s baseline operation.
Sailing a ship at its optimum trim for current speed, loading and sea state reduces its hydrodynamic resistance to the minimum possible, reducing propulsion energy requirements and hence fuel consumption.

Defined simply, optimum trim is the trim angle at a given condition (displacement or speed) where the required propulsion power is lower than for any other trim angle at that condition.

This method was previously considered to be less important or too expensive and therefore has only recently been gaining speed, offering substantial savings. It is with these savings that hull forms are being studied in order to provide bow and stern modifications to achieve the least resistance. It is important to ensure that the water level at the bow and stern are as close to the designed level as possible. If these water levels are even slightly different, water resistance can increase dramatically and hence fuel consumption rises.

Trim not only relies on hull form but also on cargo distribution, ballast and consumables which can all affect how the ship sails. It is therefore important to collate as much information to allow the best combination of draft and trim in relation to cargo, with the addition or reduction of ballast depending on the amount and location of said cargo.

Loading computers and pre-sailing trim calculations have been available for many years that allow operators to adjust ballast in port. The latest equipment, however, takes this concept a step further and monitors actual trim during the voyage, comparing this to the calculated optimum under present conditions and advising the bridge whether small adjustments of ballast or consumables could be beneficial.

This real-time trim advice is known as ‘dynamic trim optimisation’ and can offer measurements of actual performance (speed, power and fuel consumption) compared to corresponding draft and trim while in motion. The data produced can be used to generate optimum trim tables.

In-service measurements can also benefit these tables though it must be noted that this approach can be difficult to implement with sufficient accuracy to be useful, especially with difficulties isolating the effects of trim and draft on fuel consumption from the other myriad of factors that add to resistance.
KRAL AG
KRAL VOLUMETER

The KRAL Volumeter is a very compact positive-displacement meter. The measurement chamber consists of the casing and two screw spindles. The spindles continually divide the liquid in a precision made closed measuring-chamber. The precise measured value is calculated from the known measuring-chamber volume and the spindle rotation speed.

The KRAL Volumeter measures irrespective of the viscosity of the fuel and is therefore suitable for Heavy Fuel Oil (HFO), Marine Diesel Oil (MDO) and the continuous mixing stages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Positive displacement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level of accuracy</td>
<td>±0.1% of actual reading. 0.8% in differential system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeatability</td>
<td>&lt;± 0.01%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow rates</td>
<td>0.1-7,500l/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluid temperature</td>
<td>Max. 250°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating pressure</td>
<td>Max. 690 bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Components:</td>
<td>Screws, casing, ball bearings, sealings &amp; gaskets, sensors and electronic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cost: Between €2,500 - €25,000.

Installation: Fuel consumption measurement of diesel engines in differential measurement arrangement. Can be installed in either drydock condition or while being in port. Ship’s crew is suitable to handle the system themselves.

Maintenance requirements: Change of ball bearings.

Calibration requirements: Calibration depends on the liquid and service.

Additional equipment requirements: None.

System integration: The KRAL Volumeter can be used together with different display units provided by KRAL.

The KRAL BEM 500 electronics unit displays current and total flow rate as well as consumption. Two Volumeters can be connected to this device. With its optional sensors, the BEM 500 registers fuel backflows and temperature differences in the supply and return flow.

The highly precise consumption values from the BEM 500 can be transferred to any other system suitable to process analog outputs or bus connection. Together with the onboard GPS data be displayed as fuel consumption per nautical mile.

Number of systems installed: >500 onboard ships.
The T-Sense measuring system can be mounted on propeller or drive shafts. When a shaft is subject to torque this will result in a small strain at the shaft surface. A LED and an extremely accurate optical cell can detect these small movements of the surface. The measured values are transferred continuously from the rotating shaft to the stator part through a 2.4GHz wireless data connection.

The stator part consists of a bracket, a power transmission coil, a data signal receiver and a control box equipped with digital and analogue output connections. These outputs can be linked directly to the ship’s data network, monitoring or control system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Optical</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level of accuracy</td>
<td>&lt;0.25% of full scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeatability</td>
<td>&lt;0.05% of full scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed range</td>
<td>0 - 1,100RPM, depending on shaft diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaft diameter</td>
<td>100 - 1,000mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Components:** The standard T-Sense torque measuring system is delivered with a control box for easy connection to the ships data network, monitoring or control system. A PEM2 touch screen display or PEM3 Propulsion Efficiency Monitor can be supplied as a monitoring device.

**Cost:** Budget price for a torque measuring system, including flow meters and PEM3 monitoring system for a 50,000DWT Handymax bulker amounts to €20,000.

**Installation:** The T-Sense can be mounted around the shaft by the ship’s crew or shipyard without engineering or commissioning assistance.

**Maintenance requirements:** T-Sense torque measuring systems are maintenance-free as a result of contact-free power and signal transmission. They are designed to work continuously.

**Calibration requirements:** No recalibration is needed, because signals are stable during its lifetime.

**Additional equipment requirements:** None.

**System integration:** The T-Sense torque measuring system can be extended by VAF fuel flow meters and speedlog/GPS input. It can be integrated into the PEM2 or PEM3 Propulsion Efficiency Monitor. PEM2 displays shaft power, torque and speed, whereas PEM3 displays all fuel consumption data, engine load diagram, power data, etc. If VAF’s TT-Sense Thrust & Torque sensor is installed, thrust and the thrust power quotient can be calculated as well.

**Number of systems installed:** 450 units.
6 PROVIDERS OF SHIP PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
CHAPTER SIX

Providers of SPM systems

BMT SMARTSERVICES helps owners and operators make informed decisions regarding ship operation and maintenance. The services offered are founded on a unique system that integrates comprehensive ship recorded data with fully validated meteorological and oceanographic data.

The system consists of an onboard and an onshore tool: SMARTVESSEL and SMARTACCESS.

SMARTVESSEL is a data gathering and recording tool that automatically collects data from onboard sensors. Once collected and processed the data can be displayed on screen in numerical or graphical format. KPIs are used as an onboard, real-time tool for the crew and provide a simple representation of the current ship operation. This allows the crew to quickly identify any degradation and take corrective action. At period intervals, data is transferred from ship-to-shore where it is co-located with the corresponding environmental data available and stored in BMT databases which can be accessed by clients anywhere over the Internet. The display and analysis of the data is conducted using the SMARTACCESS application. Through this secured web portal, users can compare the performance of sister ships, evaluate the effectiveness of maintenance events, compare the efficiency with which crews operate, or simply monitor and trend specific values over time.

Unique Selling Point

BMT SMARTSERVICES makes measured data readily available both on the ship and from BMT’s shore-based data servers. Crews receive real-time feedback on the effects of their decisions onboard and any authorised stakeholders can access the data via the Internet. Web-based analysis tools allow users to understand both short- and long-term ship performance. SMARTACCESS also offers a Voyage and Charter Party reporting tool, giving a clear detailed summary of performance and compliance over a voyage.

Installation Considerations

SMARTVESSEL collects data from various sources (e.g. shaft torque and fuel flow meters, GPS, speed log, anemometer, ECDIS and echo sounder). The system identifies existing onboard sensors and selects suitable data sources. Prior to installing the system, a survey is conducted to ascertain what metering is already installed and how this can be interfaced to in the most reliable way. If additional metering is required, this is identified and BMT SMART can advise in the procurement process. For each project a bespoke scope of work is created and approved by all stakeholders. It outlines any hardware provision and preparatory works to be completed.

Typically the costs break into a capital expenditure for system installation and an operational expenditure for annual licence, support and servicing agreements.

Costs

BMT SMART offers a range of pricing options depending on the system configuration and the length of licence. BMT SMARTSERVICES is a modular system with the price also depending on the number of modules desired.

Technical Maturity

BMT SMARTSERVICES has been taken up by a wide range of clients from various sectors, including tankers, bulk carriers, LNG and cruise ships.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trim</th>
<th>Optimum Speed</th>
<th>Weather / Route</th>
<th>CBM Hull &amp; Propeller</th>
<th>CBM Engine</th>
<th>Machinery</th>
<th>Hotel</th>
<th>Fleet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

WWW.BMTSMART.COM